
Panmorphia: Awakened is a point and click, puzzle adventure game set in the magical world of

Panmorphia. It comes with a unique game mechanic that allows you to dynamically alternate

between the four elemental forms, human (fire) - cat (earth) - bird (air) - fish (water), as you

navigate through the world of Panmorphia. Each animal form comes with a different point of

view and set of abilities.

The Legend of Panmorphia

The legend goes that in each generation a child is born, a sentinel, bound to the land of

Panmorphia and the four elements that govern it. The sentinels have the ability to wield each

element and transform themselves into an animal that best represents it. With the use of the

amulet they are able to combine all four elements and travel through the aether. They are called

upon for help in times of need.

In the first adventure, you transformed into a cat, bird and fish, and saved the four trapped

elements! In your second adventure, you visited the Lost Temple and upgraded the amulet to

enable you to swap freely between the four elemental forms!

In your third adventure, you are heading back to Panmorphia!

You can now use the amulet to transform freely between the four forms.



Each transformation affects your worldview!

The spirit of Panmorphia has tasked you with finding the four sentinels and awakening them.

The future of Panmorphia depends on your success!

Good luck, Sentinel!

Features:

● A point and click, puzzle adventure game!

● A beautiful world to discover!

● Morph into a cat, bird or fish and gain a unique perspective in the world!

● Custom designed beautiful graphics!

● Many items to collect and puzzles to solve!

● Dynamic map and notebook that track your discoveries!

● A Hint System that gives you the next task and the location on the map!

● A beautiful soundtrack and original sound effects!

● Auto-saves your progress!

● Translated into French, German, Italian, Russian, Japanese!

About LKMAD:

LKMAD is the brainchild of Lydia Kovalenko, an indie game developer from Cyprus.

Panmorphia's concept, art, sfx and programming was all done by a solo indie game developer.

Links:

Website: https://www.lkmad.com/panmorphia3/

Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD_RyW1fo30

Presskit: https://www.lkmad.com/panmorphia3/presskit.zip



Social media:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/LkmadGames

FB: https://www.facebook.com/lkmad.games

Contact:

Lydia Kovalenko

press@lkmad.com


